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1. Management Summary
Here are the EAC milestones of 2014:
• The financial situation and future outlook of the EAC have changed after Shell’s
decision (that was announced during the Board meeting of 13 January 2014) to
decrease the interest rate from 4 to 2% with a major potential impact on the
available budget. Throughout 2014, the Board members have conferred with Shell
in order to find a solution;
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•

The Board decided to implement only Quo Vadis Scenario 1 measures. This meant:
further minimising PR activities and decreasing communication about the EAC to
the outside world; focusing staff and volunteers solely on the processing of the
existing collections; refraining from actively seeking acquisition of new collections;
refraining from actively encouraging researchers, interns and volunteers to join
the EAC. The impact of these measures is further described in the relevant
chapters of this report;

•

Presentation at the annual FAWCO1 conference in March 2014 in Brussels led to
exceptional negotiations to acquire FAWCO’s organisational archive;

•

Presentation at the annual FIGT2 conference in March 2014 in Washington DC led
to the EAC becoming a co-founder of the FIGT Netherlands affiliate;

•

First researcher received PhD using EAC materials;

•

Five new private collections and ten additions to previously acquired private
collections;

•

Total number of volunteers decreased to 42, with an average of 23 volunteers
engaged at the same time;

•

Replacement of the EAC archivist;

•

Elizabeth Emmerson (Mechanism for International Criminal Tribunals) became
advisor to the EAC.

Federation of American Women's Clubs Overseas;
Families in Global Transition.
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The End of Year party, November 2014
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Absent during the Board meeting

2. Report on Activities
2.1 Promotion related
2.1.1 Events
As a result of Board’s decision to follow the Quo Vadis Scenario 1 measures, the EAC staff
attended only a limited number of fairs and events. As usual, the reactions were positive
and people were curious to learn more about the EAC. The PR activities were focused on
keeping the EAC visibility at its current level.
A presentation in Brussels given by the PR manager led to negotiations to acquire
FAWCO’s organisational archive. FAWCO is an international network of independent
organisations which provides a voice for American women abroad and contributes
actively to the global community with a specific focus on education, the natural and
human environment, multicultural understanding and international goodwill. It was
founded in London in 1931, and today stretches across six continents. The FAWCO
archive is the first loaned archive by the EAC. Acquisition of this archive allows the EAC to
expand its organisational archives collection (in addition to Outpost and Radio
Nederlands Wereldomroep archives) and to offer researchers a wider range of material
related to expatriate life.
A presentation in Washington DC given by the Director led to the EAC becoming a cofounder of a FIGT Netherlands affiliate. This position has the potential to expand the EAC
network and to provide it with additional visibility. This newly established affiliate
intends to:
• bring together representatives of the corporate, diplomatic, academic, religious
and military sectors present in the Netherlands to share their cross-cultural
coping strategies;
• encourage the exchange of information between expatriates and professionals

involved with global transitions;
• continue the work of FIGT beyond its annual conference by meeting locally to

support and educate professionals who work to improve the lives of families in
global transition.
The PR activities targeted different audiences and could be divided into the following
categories:
• Fairs targeting the expatriate community:
− International Family Fair (The Hague, October);
− Expatica Fair - I Am Not a Tourist (Amsterdam, November).
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• Presentations/events organised by the EAC itself:
− Information morning (The Hague, February and September);
− Information evening (The Hague, May);
− First FIGT Netherlands affiliate meeting (The Hague, September).
• Other events:
− For participants of the FAWCO conference (Brussels, March);
− For participants of the annual FIGT conference (Washington DC, March);
3
− For members of the AWC (The Hague, April);
4
− For HR professionals of member organisations of ICP (The Hague, June).

2.1.2 Website and Social Media Statistics
In 2014 the EAC focused on developing a new logo and website, as well as its presence on
social media.

Website statistics
•

3,826 users (down from 4,638 in 2013);

•

14,564 page views (down from 22,481 in 2013);

•

71.2% new visitors, 28.8% returning (returning visitors down from 35.2% in 2013);

•

56.7% from the Netherlands, 8.6% US, 6.6% UK;

•

Most popular pages (after homepage) - About Us, Research, Volunteer, News;

•

Known traffic sources: 35% search, 28% direct, 27% referral, 9% social, 2% email;

•

Top referrers: ACCESS, Wikipedia (Dutch and English), denhaag.nl, DutchNews.nl,
InternationalArchivesDay.org

More detailed information about acquisition (how website users got there), audience
(where they’re from) and page views (what they looked at) can been found in Annex 1.
Note: the decrease in users, returning visitors and page views corresponds to the
decrease in the number of new articles published on the website, while the new website
was being developed. The statistics do not include the online Adlib catalogue.
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American Women’s Club of The Hague;
International Community Platform.
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Facebook
Numbers: Increase in Likes from 529 to 648.

Engagement: Average post reach increased from 23 to 78 compared to 2013.
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Twitter
Numbers: Follower count rose from approx. 2,200 to approx. 3,400.
Engagement: Average of 14 mentions per month, approx. 9,000 impressions per month.
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2.2 Acquisition and Archiving of Collections related
In 2014 the EAC focused the efforts of its staff and volunteers mostly on the processing of
the existing collections. This also meant refraining from actively seeking acquisition of
new collections and refraining from actively encouraging researchers, interns and
volunteers to join the EAC.

2.2.1 Acquisition
In 2014, the EAC acquired the following collections:
• five new family archives (down from 10 in 2013);
• ten additions to existing family archives.

2.2.2 Archiving
In order to increase the speed of processing of the collections and optimise the use of the
EAC staff working hours, the EAC organised the work of its archival volunteers differently
during the course of 2014. Teams were formed with each team having a team leader
(also a volunteer). Each day of the week, a team of volunteers worked on a specific
collection. This has proven to be an effective measure.
In addition, by mid-2014 it became clear that the EAC needed to develop detailed
procedures and guidelines for archival processing by volunteers, if the EAC were to
continue to work efficiently and effectively. Taking into account limited number of staff’s
working hours, the EAC had no other choice but to reduce processing activities and start
developing the new procedures and guidelines.
The following should be mentioned related to the processing:
• five acquired collections were entered in the Adlib system;
• inventory of the cumulative EAC holdings, both physical and digital was initiated and
is still ongoing;
• process of identifying and tracing back material of the Shell Ladies Project collection
(former Documentation) was initiated and is still ongoing;
• the archive of the EAC itself had been expanded;
• Outpost collection is still being processed;
• Library: 91 new and previously acquired books were entered in the Adlib library
catalogue. It is an ongoing project.
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Work on the following guidelines and procedures was initiated:
• Volunteer guidelines for processing collections;
• Guidelines for describing collections in the Adlib system;
• Volunteer glossary for frequently used archival terms and expressions;
• Document scanning guideline.
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2.3 Research related
In 2014 there was limited opportunity to further expand the EAC reach into academic
networks. Nevertheless, the EAC attended the following events organised by universities:
• The Hague University of Applied Sciences “Information Market”(The Hague,
January and August);
• Erasmus University "Master Thesis Market” (Rotterdam, October).

In 2014, five research requests were received and undertaken (compared to seven in
2013):
• Sophia Klinkenberg (Royal Academy of Arts, The Hague) – research project “The
way we live nowadays, the experience of the city”;
•

Daphne Vlachojannis (personal interest) – research for possible publication on
cultural identity and language;

•

Lisa Medved (Global Outpost Services) – research for an article in “Destinations”
magazine;

•

Tea Gudek Snajadar (personal interest) – research for an article about traditions of
writing Christmas cards;

•

Marcel Koch – research about housing situation of expatriates to develop new
housing concepts.

We also received 12 other enquiries from local and international researchers requesting
information regarding expatriate statistics and expatriate history. Many of them the EAC
assisted with general information.
Mara Sfountouri completed her master thesis “Writing Home. National identity in
expatriates’ letters, 1978-2009” at the Erasmus University. For her research she used the
EAC material. Mara also published an article on this topic at “Acta Historica”, a Leiden
University magazine.
Dr. Martin J. Loeve received his PhD at University for Humanities in Utrecht. He used the
EAC materials for this PhD thesis Ander-ing On-Stage Addressing Expatriate Loneliness.
He decided to continue his work on this topic and initiated a programme Expatriate Life:
Dealing with loneliness with the EAC as a partner.
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2.4 Staff and Volunteers related
In 2013 the EAC employed five staff members for four positions – Kristine Racina
(Director), Rosita Arnts (Archivist; January - August), Eva Barbisch (Archivist; September December), Peta Chow (PR Manager) and Catherine Swindles (Office Manager).
Volunteer activities at the EAC were undertaken by 42 persons (compared to 49 in 2013).
At any one time, there was an average of 23 volunteers working at the EAC (compared to
19 in 2013). On average, 12-16 volunteers worked on archival activities and 2-6 assisted
with PR and marketing activities. There was one volunteer coordinator, one volunteer
responsible for the library, one volunteer working on graphic design, one on acquisitions
and two on events. The EAC waiting list continued due to overwhelming interest in
volunteering at the EAC.
To demonstrate appreciation for their work, the EAC organised for volunteers two coffee
and cake afternoons at the EAC in April and June. In October, 18 volunteers attended a
guided tour of the Royal Archives and in November 20 volunteers attended the End of
Year party at Café Blossom.
In addition to volunteers, four interns assisted with the work of the EAC over 2014:
•

Three of them were Master’s students from the Erasmus School of History, Culture
and Communication of the Erasmus University Rotterdam. The interns worked on
such tasks as processing collections, writing articles based on EAC collections and
organising the existing PR contact database. Having three interns at the same time
proved to be ineffective. The EAC decided to have no more than two interns at one
time working on different working days;

•

One intern was an MBA student from Amsterdam Business School who was recruited
to assist the EAC with its marketing strategy. Unfortunately, this intern failed to
perform and the EAC had to let him go.

The EAC also had one International Baccalaureate student from Hofstad Lyceum and two
students from Gymnasium Novum who spend a week at the EAC (community related
internship).
In May a volunteer survey took place. Most of the comments were positive. Main issues
were related to lack of procedures/guidelines for their work, as well as limited space and
number of computers.
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